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They're rebels, scoundrels, and blackguards-dark, dashing men on the wrong side of the law. But for
the women who love them, a hint of danger only makes the heart beat faster...

A scandalous proposal.
Christopher Argent lives in the shadows as the empire's most elite assassin. Emotion is something he tossed
away years ago, making him one of the most clear-eyed, cold-hearted, wealthiest, and therefore untouchable
men in London. But when his latest target turns out to be London's own darling, Millicent LeCour,
Christopher's whole world is turned upside down. Overwhelmed by her stunning combination of seduction
and innocence, Christopher cannot complete the mission. She has made him feel again. Now, he will do
anything to save her life, so that he can claim her as his own...

A perilous passion...
When Millie learns what Christopher was hired to do, she is torn between the fear in her heart and the fire in
her soul. Putting herself in this notorious hunter's arms may be her only path to safety-even if doing so could
be the deadliest mistake she's ever made. But how can she resist him? As the heat between her and
Christopher burns out of control, danger lurks in the shadows. Is their desire worth the risk? Only the enemy
knows what fate has in store...
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From reader reviews:

Dave Edwards:

The feeling that you get from The Hunter is a more deep you digging the information that hide into the
words the more you get thinking about reading it. It does not mean that this book is hard to be aware of but
The Hunter giving you enjoyment feeling of reading. The article author conveys their point in selected way
that can be understood by means of anyone who read the idea because the author of this publication is well-
known enough. This book also makes your personal vocabulary increase well. So it is easy to understand
then can go along with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We advise you for having this The
Hunter instantly.

Julie Chambers:

Do you have something that you want such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to decide on book like
comic, brief story and the biggest some may be novel. Now, why not striving The Hunter that give your
satisfaction preference will be satisfied through reading this book. Reading habit all over the world can be
said as the method for people to know world better then how they react when it comes to the world. It can't
be stated constantly that reading addiction only for the geeky particular person but for all of you who wants
to become success person. So , for all of you who want to start reading as your good habit, it is possible to
pick The Hunter become your current starter.

William Harris:

In this period of time globalization it is important to someone to receive information. The information will
make anyone to understand the condition of the world. The fitness of the world makes the information easier
to share. You can find a lot of referrals to get information example: internet, newspapers, book, and soon.
You will see that now, a lot of publisher which print many kinds of book. Typically the book that
recommended to your account is The Hunter this book consist a lot of the information of the condition of this
world now. This particular book was represented how can the world has grown up. The language styles that
writer require to explain it is easy to understand. Typically the writer made some investigation when he
makes this book. This is why this book suitable all of you.

Elizabeth Acker:

Don't be worry for anyone who is afraid that this book may filled the space in your house, you may have it in
e-book way, more simple and reachable. This The Hunter can give you a lot of buddies because by you
investigating this one book you have issue that they don't and make you actually more like an interesting
person. This book can be one of one step for you to get success. This guide offer you information that maybe
your friend doesn't understand, by knowing more than different make you to be great men and women. So ,
why hesitate? Let me have The Hunter.
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